DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 6L: Climb heading 071° to intercept course 056° to CHVEZ, then on track 058° to cross TRAAP at 8000, then on track 064° to cross JIIVE at or above 10000, then on track 048° to cross CLUTZ at or above 13000, then on track 048° to cross GARDY at or above 16000, thence. . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 6R: Climb heading 071° to intercept course 056° to KOFOX, then on track 057° to cross TRAAP at 8000, then on track 064° to cross JIIVE at or above 10000, then on track 048° to cross CLUTZ at or above 13000, then on track 048° to cross GARDY at or above 16000, thence. . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 7L/R: Climb heading 071° to 640, then on heading 071° or as assigned by ATC, expect vectors to cross TRAAP at 8000, then on track 064° to cross JIIVE at or above 10000, then on track 048° to cross CLUTZ at or above 13000, then on track 048° to cross GARDY at or above 16000, thence. . . .

. . . on (transition). Maintain ATC assigned altitude. Expect filed altitude five minutes after departure.

BEALE TRANSITION (GARDY3.BEALE)
HAILO TRANSITION (GARDY3.HAILO)
LAS VEGAS TRANSITION (GARDY3.LAS)
MISEN TRANSITION (GARDY3.MISEN)
NNAVY TRANSITION (GARDY3.NNAVY)